Effects of Turbulence Modelling on 3D Flow Generated by a Piezoelectric Fan
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Extended Abstract

Along with the miniaturization of electronics, the size of a cooling fan has also been decreasing. However, the rotary fan used for cooling the heat source has a size-limit, below which the performance of the fan decreases significantly. Recently, a vibrating plate by piezoelectric materials is considered to become an alternative to a rotary fan for cooling small electronics, because a piezoelectric fan can generate sufficient airflow for cooling in spite of its small size.

Since Toda [1, 2] firstly showed that a piezoelectric fan can be used for cooling a transistor, many researchers have conducted experiments and numerical simulations for understanding the 3D flow around it or analysing its cooling effects on a heated surface. In particular, Choi et al. [3] and Oh et al. [4] conducted 2D and 3D simulations for the flow around a piezoelectric fan, respectively, and compared their predicted flow data to an experimental data of Kim et al. [5]. They found that a pressure difference across the fan tip plays an important role in generating a counter-rotating vortices and also showed a detailed 3D vortical structure around the piezoelectric fan. As shown in Oh et al. [4], two kinds of vortices are generated simultaneously from the tip and the side edge of the fan, and the tip vortex and the side vortex interact severely to each other. Therefore, it is very important to predict the vortical structures as accurately as possible to investigate the 3D flow around the piezoelectric fan.

In this work, the 3D flow around a piezoelectric fan has been calculated with different turbulence modelling such as k-\varepsilon RNG model, k-\omega model, k-\omega SST model and LES (Large Eddy Simulation), and the numerical results have been compared with each other and the experimental data, in order to analyse the effects of the turbulence modelling on the flow. The predicted flow by k-\varepsilon RNG model and k-\omega SST model with URANS(unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes) simulations is quite similar to the experimentally observed one qualitatively and quantitatively, while the predicted flow by k-\omega model is poor in comparison to the other two models. LES showed a much more detailed flow field with a small scale flow structure than URANS with three turbulence model, but it required much more time to get a converged solution. Based on the numerical results with various numerical methods, an attempt has been made to understand the 3D flow around a piezoelectric fan for cooling small electronics.
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